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Bioshelter Market Garden A Permaculture Farm
Grow better not bigger with proven low-tech, human-scale, biointensive farming methods
In the late sixties, as the world was waking to a need for Earth Day, a pioneering group founded a small non-profit research and education
organization they called the New Alchemy Institute. Their aim was to explore the ways a safer and more sustainable world could be created.
In the ensuing years, along with scientists, agriculturists, and a host of enthusiastic amateurs and friends, they set out to discover new ways
that basic human needs--in the form of food, shelter, and energy--could be met. A Safe and Sustainable World is the story of that journey, as
it was and as it continues to be. The dynamics and the resilience of the living world were the Institute's model and the inspiration for their
research. Central to their efforts then and now is, along with science, a spiritual quest for a more harmonious human role in our planet's
future. The results of this work have now entered mainstream science through the emerging discipline of ecological design. Nancy Jack Todd
not only relates a fascinating journey from lofty ideals through the hard realities encountered in learning how to actually grow food, harness
the energy of the sun and wind, and design green architecture. She also introduces us to some of the heroes and mentors who played a vital
role in those efforts as well, from Buckminster Fuller to Margaret Mead. The early work of the Institute culminated in the design and building
of two bioshelters--large greenhouse-like independent structures called Arks, that provided the setting for much of the research to follow.
Successfully proving through the Institute's designs and investigations that basic land sustainability is achievable, John Todd and the author
founded a second non-profit research group, Ocean Arks International. Here they applied the New Alchemy's natural systems thinking to
restoring polluted waters with the invention and implementation of biologically based living technologies called Ecomachines and Pond and
Lake Restorers. A Safe and Sustainable World demonstrates what has and can be done--it also looks to what must be done to integrate
human ingenuity and the four billion or so years of evolutionary intelligence of the natural world into healthy, decentralized, locally dreams
hard won--and hope.
Heating with wood is often considered a natural and economical alternative to electricity or fossil fuels. However, even with a fairly new and
efficient woodstove, many cords of wood are required for burning over the course of a single winter, and incomplete combustion can
contribute to poor air quality. A rocket mass heater is an earthen masonry heating system which provides clean, safe, and efficient warmth for
your home, all while using 70 to 90 percent less fuel than a traditional woodstove. These unique and beautiful installations provide luxurious
comfort year round. In cold weather a few hours of clean, hot burning can provide twenty or more hours of steady warmth, while the unit's
large thermal mass acts as a heat sink, cooling your home on sizzling summer days. Packed with hard-to-find information, The Rocket Mass
Heater Builder's Guide includes: Comprehensive design, construction, and installation instructions combined with detailed maintenance and
troubleshooting advice Brick-by-brick layouts, diagrams, and architectural plans augmented with detailed parts drawings and photographs for
clarity Relevant and up-to-date code information and standards to help you navigate the approval process with local building departments
Earthen masonry heating systems are well-suited for natural and conventional builders alike. A super-efficient, wood-burning, rocket mass
heater can help you dramatically reduce your energy costs while enhancing the beauty, value, and comfort of your home. Erica Wisner and
Ernie Wisner have built over seven hundred super-efficient, clean-burning masonry stoves. They are dedicated to the search for sustainable
solutions and the hands-on teaching of creative, ecological, and practical skills.
Records the institute's pioneering work in bioshelters, aquacommunities, wind-powered refrigeration, and reclamation of desert lands
Comprehensive coverage of passive solar greenhouse design including material selection, building methods and how to store thermal energy
using a variety of simple and innovative strategies. Over a dozen case studies provide real-life inspiration, capped off with how-to guidance
for building a durable, energy-efficient greenhouse. Variations include underground and aquaponic greenhouses and integrating solar panels
to grow off-grid, year-round.
Presents advice on how to improve growing soil, discussing some of the current misconceptions about soil and providing the best methods
for adding enhancements that will produce nutrient-dense foods.
A beautiful, comprehensive guide to going green and living sustainably. Permaculture is an important but often misunderstood method of
growing food and building homes in a manner that works with nature, rather than against it, to create beautiful, healthy, and useful gardens.
Blending ecology, organic agriculture, green home design, appropriate technology, and biology can be confusing and overwhelming, but The
Ultimate Guide to Natural Farming and Sustainable Living simplifies this vast field for practical application. This is a hands-on guide, taking
the beginner through each step of the design process, so that anyone can apply permaculture principles to his or her life. While the principles
are simple, the in-depth topics cover every aspect of permaculture, including: • building green homes and passive solar design • growing
edible plant communities and forest gardens • using no-till and natural farming methods • creating microclimates for extended growing
seasons • raising livestock with ecological foraging techniques This is a common-sense approach to sustainable living that creates a selfsufficient and low-effort home for the people that live there, whether in the city or the country. The Ultimate Guide to Natural Farming and
Sustainable Living isn’t a philosophy book or a dissertation on theory. It is a step-by-step, complete guide to every aspect of permaculture.
A radical how-to for creating locally based, ecologically sustainable cities.
Explores the novel, environmentally friendly organic-gardening system of the Three Sisters Farm, which centers around a bioshelter--a solar
greenhouse that integrates growing facilities, poultry housing, a potting room, storage, kitchen facilities, compost bins, a reference library and
classroom area. Original.
Author Zach Loeks brings together his passion for sustainable permaculture food production systems and beautiful, vibrant illustrations to
provide a highly visual guide to the smooth integration of permaculture into the market garden, without use of major equipment or operation
changes. Profiling crops and ecosystem-based systems, Loeks demonstrates a profitable, sustainable and approachable model for the future
of market gardening.
Topics in this book include: Energy-efficient site analysis, planning & design methods. House placement & design for temperate, dryland &
tropical regions. Urban permaculture: garden layouts, land access & community funding systems. Using fences, trellis, greenhouse &
shadehouse to best effect. Chicken & pig forage systems; tree crops & pasture integration for stock. Orchards & home woodlots for
temperate, arid & tropical climates. How to influence microclimate around the house & garden. Large section on selected plant species lists,
with climatic tolerances, heights & uses.
Bring mushrooms into your life as you dive into the practice of home-scale mushroom cultivation With applications in permaculture, urban
farming, cooking, natural medicine, and the arts, interest in home-scale mushroom cultivation is exploding. Yet many beginners remain
daunted by the perceived complexity of working with fungi. DIY Mushroom Cultivation is the remedy, presenting proven, reliable, low-cost
techniques for home-scale cultivation that eliminate the need for a clean-air lab space to grow various mushrooms and their mycelium.
Beautiful full-color photos and step-by-step instructions accompany a foundation of mushroom biology and ecology to support a holistic
understanding of the practice. Growing techniques are applicable year-round, for any space from house to apartment, and for any climate,
budget, or goal. Techniques include: Setting up a home growing space Inexpensive, simple DIY equipment Culture creation from mushroom
tissue or spores Growing and using liquid cultures and grain spawn Growing mushrooms on waste streams Indoor fruiting Outdoor mushroom
gardens and logs Harvesting, processing, tinctures, and cooking. Whether you hunt mushrooms or dream about growing and working with
them but feel constrained by a small living space, DIY Mushroom Cultivation is the ideal guide for getting started in the fascinating and
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delicious world of fungiculture.
Create abundance through this unique approach to low-maintenance, high-yield, sustainable food production A food forest is a productive
landscape developed around a mix of trees and perennials. Rooted in permaculture principles, this integrated approach to gardening
incorporates a variety of plants such as fruit and nut trees, shrubs, vines, and perennial herbs and vegetables. Food forests can help increase
biodiversity, protect valuable habitat for beneficial insects, and promote food security and resilience, all while providing an abundant harvest.
The Food Forest Handbook is a practical manual for the design and management of a home-scale perennial polyculture garden. Simple,
straightforward instructions guide the reader through: Getting started - site assessment and planning Tending the forest garden – maintaining
soil health, succession planning, , mulching, pruning and more The fruits of your labor – crop profiles, harvest, storage, nutrition and recipes.
This timely book makes the concept of food forests accessible to everyone. Focusing on the potential of perennial polyculture to enhance
local food systems, The Food Forest Handbook shows the reader how to mix and match plants in unique combinations to establish bountiful
landscapes and create genuine self-reliance in years to come. Darrell Frey is the owner and manager of Three Sisters Farm, a five-acre
permaculture farm, solar greenhouse and market garden located in Western Pennsylvania. He has been permaculture teacher for thirty
years, and is the author of Bioshelter Market Garden: A Permaculture Farm . Michelle Czolba is co-owner of Pittsburgh Permaculture and cofounded the Hazelwood Food Forest. She has extensive experience in the design and maintenance of perennial polyculture.
Bioshelter Market GardenA Permaculture FarmNew Society Publishers
Discover a fresh new offering for your farm or orchard business Pawpaws is the first in-depth guide to small-scale commercial cultivation of
pawpaws. Also known as Indiana bananas or hipster bananas, this almost forgotten fruit, native to North America, is making a huge
comeback with foodies, chefs, craft brewers, and discerning fruit-lovers. Written by, and for, the organic grower, coverage includes: Botany
and the cultural history of pawpaws Orchard siting and planning Choosing the best-quality nursery trees Descriptions of over 50 cultivars
Propagation and organic growing tips Pests and disease management Marketing and selling fresh pawpaws, seeds, and starts Processing
and producing value-added products. Get ahead of the farming curve, diversify your orchard or food forest, and discover the commercial
potential of America's almost forgotten native fruit with this comprehensive manual to small-scale commercial pawpaw production.
From wastestream to mainstream, a practical guide to composting toilet systems. Composting toilets are a key feature for local resilience,
money saving, water conservation, resource recovery, septic system replacement, and an improved bathroom experience in rural and urban
buildings. Essential Composting Toilets is a streamlined manual that takes a practical, how-to approach to composting toilet system selection,
design, installation, and operation, while meeting universal health and safety objectives. Drawing from existing regulations and research, this
book dispels myths and provides tools to assess various systems. It includes: Easily-understood drawings, plans, and photos Coverage of all
main composting toilet systems Selection criteria including site considerations, urine separation pros/cons, renovations/new builds,
ventilation, servicing, and composting details Design and installation details. Offering a professional approach accessible to DIYers,
homeowners, designers, building consultants, water conservation advocates, and regulators, Essential Composting Toilets provides key
information for redesigning toilet systems anywhere in the world.
Build a natural pond for wildlife, beauty, and quiet contemplation Typical backyard ponds are a complicated mess of pipes, pumps, filters, and
nasty chemicals designed to adjust pH and keep algae at bay. Hardly the bucolic, natural ecosystem beloved by dragonflies, frogs, and
songbirds. The antidote is a natural pond, free of hassle, cost, and complexity and designed as a fully functional ecosystem, ideal for
biodiversity, swimming, irrigation, and quiet contemplation. Building Natural Ponds is the first step-by-step guide to designing and building
natural ponds that use no pumps, filters, chemicals, or electricity and mimic native ponds in both aesthetics and functionality. Highly
illustrated with how-to drawings and photographs, coverage includes: Understanding pond ecosystems and natural algae control Planning,
design, siting, and pond aesthetics Step-by-step guidance for construction, plants and fish, and maintenance and trouble shooting Scaling up
to large ponds, pools, bogs, and rain gardens. Whether you're a backyard gardener looking to add a small serene natural water feature or a
homesteader with visions of a large pond for fish, swimming, and irrigation, Building Natural Ponds is the complete guide to building ponds in
tune with nature, where plants, insects, and amphibians thrive in blissful serenity. Robert Pavlis , a Master Gardener with over 40 years of
gardening experience, is owner and developer of Aspen Grove Gardens, a six-acre botanical garden featuring over 2,500 varieties of plants.
A well-respected speaker and teacher, Robert has published articles in Mother Earth News , Ontario Gardening magazine, the widely read
blog GardenMyths.com, which explodes common gardening myths and gardening information site GardenFundamentals.com.
Learn to grown Marijuana from Start to Finish -Designing your growing space -Lighting -Aeration -How to monitor plant growth -Growing
environment types -Containers -Nutrients -Watering your plants Disclaimer: This author and or rights owner(s) make no claims, promises, or
guarantees about the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the contents of this book, and expressly disclaims liability for errors and
omissions in the contents within. This product is for reference use only.
A manual for developing durable, beautiful, and highly functional human habitat systems fit to handle an age of rapid transition, written by a
land designer and site developer whose permaculture-research farm has drawn national attention.
A practical, how-to guide for farmers who want to achieve and maintain financial sustainability in their businesses You decided to become a
farmer because you love being outside, working the land and making a difference in the way we eat and farm. And when you decided to
become a farmer, you also became an entrepreneur and business person. In order to be ecologically and financially sustainable, you must
understand the basics of accounting and bookkeeping, and learn how to manage a growing business. Author Julia Shanks distills years of
teaching and business consulting with farmers into this comprehensive, accessible guide. She covers all aspects of launching, running and
growing a successful farm business through effective bookkeeping and business management, providing tools to make managerial decisions,
apply for a loan or other financing, and offering general business and strategy advice for growing a business. Whether you've been farming
for many years or just getting started, The Farmer's Office gives you the tools needed to think like an entrepreneur and thoughtfully manage
your business for success. Julia Shanks works with food and agricultural entrepreneurs to achieve financial and operational sustainability.
She has worked with a range of beginning and established farmers, providing technical assistance and business coaching that has allowed
them to launch, stabilize and grow their ventures. A frequent lecturer on sustainable food systems and accounting, she sits on the advisory
board of Future Chefs and is the regional leader of Slow Money Boston. Together with Brett Grohsgal, she is also co-author of The Farmers
Market Cookbook .
Mini Farming describes a holistic approach to small-area farmingthat will show you how to produce 85 percent of an average family's food on
just a quarter acre—and earn $10,000 in cash annuallywhile spending less than half the time that an ordinary job wouldrequire. Even if you
have never been a farmer or a gardener, this book covers everything you need to know to get started: buying and savingseeds, starting
seedlings, establishing raised beds, soil fertilitypractices, composting, dealing with pest and disease problems,crop rotation, farm planning,
and much more. Because self-suf?ciency is the objective, subjects such as raising backyard chickensand home canning are also covered
along with numerous methodsfor keeping costs down and production high. Materials, tools, andtechniques are detailed with photographs,
tables, diagrams, andillustrations.
“Anyone who eats should read this book: You will come to the table with new appreciation for the intersections between race and food . . .
powerful.”—Anna Lappé, author of Diet for a Hot Planet The growing trend of organic farming and homesteading is changing the way the
farmer is portrayed in mainstream media, and yet, farmers of color are still largely left out of the picture. The Color of Food seeks to rectify
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this. By recognizing the critical issues that lie at the intersection of race and food, this stunning collection of portraits and stories challenges
the status quo of agrarian identity. Author, photographer, and biracial farmer Natasha Bowens’ quest to explore her own roots in the soil
leads her to unearth a larger story, weaving together the seemingly forgotten history of agriculture for people of color, the issues they face
today, and the culture and resilience they bring to food and farming. The Color of Food teaches us that the food and farm movement is about
more than buying local and protecting our soil. It is about preserving culture and community, digging deeply into the places we’ve
overlooked, and honoring those who have come before us. Blending storytelling, photography, oral history, and unique insight, these pages
remind us that true food sovereignty means a place at the table for everyone. “Natasha Bowens, through her compelling stories and powerful
images of a rainbow of farmers, reminds us that the industrialization of our food system and the oppression of our people—two sides of the
same coin—will, if not confronted, sow the seeds of our own destruction.”—Mark Winne, author of Food Town, USA
When Eric Toensmeier and Jonathan Bates moved into a duplex in a run-down part of Holyoke, Massachusetts, the tenth-of-an-acre lot was
barren ground and bad soil, peppered with broken pieces of concrete, asphalt, and brick. The two friends got to work designing what would
become not just another urban farm, but a "permaculture paradise" replete with perennial broccoli, paw paws, bananas, and moringa—all told,
more than two hundred low-maintenance edible plants in an innovative food forest on a small city lot. The garden—intended to function like a
natural ecosystem with the plants themselves providing most of the garden's needs for fertility, pest control, and weed suppression—also
features an edible water garden, a year-round unheated greenhouse, tropical crops, urban poultry, and even silkworms. In telling the story of
Paradise Lot, Toensmeier explains the principles and practices of permaculture, the choice of exotic and unusual food plants, the techniques
of design and cultivation, and, of course, the adventures, mistakes, and do-overs in the process. Packed full of detailed, useful information
about designing a highly productive permaculture garden, Paradise Lot is also a funny and charming story of two single guys, both plant
nerds, with a wild plan: to realize the garden of their dreams and meet women to share it with. Amazingly, on both counts, they succeed.
The best person to design the property of your dreams is you. This book gives you the tools to succeed. Building Your Permaculture Property
offers a revolutionary holistic method to overcome overwhelm in the complex process of resilient land design. It distills the authors' decades
of experience as engineers, farmers, educators, and consultants into a five-step process complete with principles, practices, templates, and
workflow tools to help you: Clarify your vision, values, and resources Diagnose your land and resources for strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats Design your land and resources to meet your vision and values Implement the right design to enhance your
strengths and improve your weakest resource Establish benchmarks to monitor the sustainability and success of your development. When
designing a regenerative permaculture property, too many land stewards suffer from option paralysis, a lack of integrated holistic design,
fruitless trial-and-error attempts, wasted money, and the frustration that results from too much information and no context. Building Your
Permaculture Property is the essential guide for everyone looking to cut through the noise and establish an ecologically regenerative,
financially sustainable, enjoyable, and thriving permaculture property, anywhere in the world.
Sow the seeds of science and wonder and inspire the next generation of Earth stewards The world needs young people to grow into strong,
scientifically literate environmental stewards. Learning gardens are great places to build this knowledge, yet until now there has been a lack
of a multi-grade curriculum for school-wide teaching aimed at fostering a connection with the Earth. The School Garden Curriculum offers a
unique and comprehensive framework, enabling students to grow their knowledge throughout the school year and build on it from
kindergarten to eighth grade. From seasonal garden activities to inquiry projects and science-skill building, children will develop organic
gardening solutions, a positive land ethic, systems thinking, and instincts for ecological stewardship. The book offers: A complete K-8 schoolwide framework Over 200 engaging, weekly lesson plans – ready to share Place-based activities, immersive learning, and hands-on activities
Integration of science, critical thinking, permaculture, and life skills Links to Next Generation Science Standards Further resources and
information sources. A model and guide for all educators, The School Garden Curriculum is the complete package for any school wishing to
use ecosystem perspectives, science, and permaculture to connect children to positive land ethics, personal responsibility, and wonder, while
building vital lifelong skills.
Urban gardeners. Native seed-saving collectives. Ecovillage developments. What is the connection between these seemingly disparate
groups? The ecological design system of permaculture is the common thread that weaves them into a powerful, potentially revolutionary—or
reevolutionary—movement. Permaculture is a philosophy based on common ethics of sustainable cultures throughout history that have
designed settlements according to nature's patterns and lived within its bounds. As a movement that has been building momentum for the
past 40 years, it now is taking form as a growing network of sites developed with the intention of regenerating local ecologies and economies.
Permaculture strategies can be used by individuals, groups, or nations to address basic human needs such as food, water, energy, and
housing. As a species, humans are being called forth to evolve, using our collective intelligence to meet the challenges of the future. Yet if we
are to survive our collective planetary crisis, we need to revisit history, integrating successful systems from sustainable cultures. To boldly
confront our position on the brink of the earth's carrying capacity and make changes that incorporate the wisdom of the past is truly
revolutionary. Sustainable Revolution features the work of a worldwide network of visionaries, including journalists, activists, indigenous
leaders and permaculturists such as David Holmgren, Vandana Shiva, Charles Eisenstein, Starhawk, Erik Assadourian, Victoria TauliCorpuz, Albert Bates, and Geoff Lawton. This beautifully photographed collection of profiles, interviews, and essays features 60 innovative
community-based projects in diverse climates across the planet. Edited by anthropologist Juliana Birnbaum Fox and award-winning activist
filmmaker Louis Fox, it can be read as an informal ethnography of an international culture that is modeling solutions on the cutting edge of
social and environmental change. The research presented in the book frames the permaculture movement as a significant ally to
marginalized groups, such as the urban poor and native communities resisting the pressures of globalization. Sustainable Revolution uplifts
and inspires with its amazing array of dynamic activists and thriving, vibrant communities. From the Trade Paperback edition.
A step-by-step guide to creating resilient and prosperous households introduces permaculture as a practical way to live well with less money,
convert waste into wealth, and reduce dependence on fossil fuels.
Inspired by her own training in permaculture, Linda Woodrow has devised a totally integrated organic system of gardening that combines
science with common sense. In The Permaculture Home Garden she draws us into a warmly welcoming household where everyone shares
the planting, helps to tend the hens, and relaxes after a satisfying day's work. Step-by-step instructions and helpful diagrams make it easy to
plan and plant a garden to suit your taste and space - a garden that not only looks wonderful but also yields bountiful fruit, herbs and
vegetables.
Edible Forest Gardens is a groundbreaking two-volume work that spells out and explores the key concepts of forest ecology and applies them
to the needs of natural gardeners in temperate climates. In Volume II, Dave Jacke and Eric Toensmeier take the vision of the forest garden
and basic ecological principles from Vol. I and move on to practical considerations: concrete ways to design, establish, and maintain your
own forest garden. Along the way they present case studies and examples, as well as tables, illustrations, and a uniquely valuable "plant
matrix" that lists hundreds of the best edible and useful species.
Discusses a non-profit organization that supports community based agricultural projects in Missoula, Montana.
Many of us want to increase our self-sufficiency, but few have access to the ideal five sunny, gently sloping acres of rich, loamy, well-drained
soil. Jenni Blackmore presents a highly entertaining, personal account of how permaculture can be practiced in adverse conditions, allowing
anyone to learn to live more sustainably in a less-than-perfect world. With a rallying cry of "If we can do it, you can too," she distills the
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wisdom of twenty years of trial and error into a valuable teaching tool. The perfect antidote to dense, high-level technical manuals,
Permaculture for the Rest of Us presents the fundamental principles of this sometimes confusing concept in a humorous, reader-friendly way.
Each chapter focuses on a specific method or technique, interspersing straightforward explanations with the author's own experiences. Learn
how to successfully retrofit even the smallest homestead using skills such as: No-till vs. till gardening, composting, and soil-building Natural
pest control and integrating small livestock Basic greenhouse construction Harvesting, preservation, and more Ideal for urban dreamers,
suburbanites and country-dwellers alike, this inspirational and instructional "encouragement manual" is packed with vibrant photographs
documenting the author's journey from adversity to abundance. Jenni Blackmore is a farmer, artist, writer and certified Permaculture Design
Consultant who built her house on a rocky, windswept island off the coast of Nova Scotia almost twenty-five years ago and has been
stumbling along the road to self-sufficient living ever since. A successful micro-farmer, she produces most of her family's meat, eggs, fruit,
and vegetables, in spite of often-challenging conditions.
Start a peaceful revolution by planting an edible ecosystem and sharing the experience with your neighbors Humans have always thrived in
rich, diverse, edible ecosystems. Yet most cities and suburbs are blanketed by lawns, ornamentals, and a lack of biodiversity, let alone
anything edible. It is within these sterile landscapes that seeds of an edible ecosystem lie. The Edible Ecosystem Solution is a
comprehensive, practical guidebook that looks at underutilized spaces to reveal the many opportunities for landscape transformation that are
both far-reaching and immediately beneficial and enjoyable. Contents include: Hundreds of full-color infographics, illustrations, and
photographs that clearly outline the principles and concepts of edible landscape design and benefits How to get started with as little as 25
square feet of land How to transition a garden plot into a place of edible abundance and an edible biodiversity hot spot, living laboratory, and
a source point for transitioning and transforming community and culture Choosing appropriate plants for insects, wildlife, and food production
Scaling up and networking backyard edible ecosystems at the neighborhood level and beyond to build community food security and
resilience. The Edible Ecosystem Solution is for everyone with access to a bit of yard, a desire for food security, biodiversity, and a beautiful
and resilient community, and for anyone who wants to reclaim humanity's place in a rich, abundant, edible ecosystem.

Row by row - maximize your harvest and feed your soil by developing a customized plan for your garden Everyone loves
to prepare a meal with ingredients fresh from their own garden. But for most of us, no matter how plentiful our harvest,
homegrown produce comprises only a fraction of what we eat. And while many gardening guides will tell you everything
you ever wanted to know about individual crops, few tackle the more involved task of helping you maximize the
percentage of your diet you grow yourself. Grow a Sustainable Diet will help you develop a comprehensive, customized
garden plan to produce the maximum number of calories and nutrients from any available space. Avoid arriving in August
buried under a mountain of kale or zucchini (and not much else) by making thoughtful choices at the planning stage,
focusing on dietary staples and key nutrients. Learn how to calculate: Which food and cover crops are best for your
specific requirements How many seeds and plants of each variety you should sow What and when to plant, harvest and
replant for maximum yield. Focusing on permaculture principles, biointensive gardening methods, getting food to the
table with minimum fossil fuel input, and growing crops that sustain both you and your soil, this complete guide is a mustread for anyone working toward food self-sufficiency for themselves or their family.
Crisp apples, tart lemons, lush figs, tender peaches—imagine the bounty of a late-summer farmer’s market, right in your
backyard! Learning how to plant and care for fruit trees is a desirable, accessible activity for a wide range of people. It’s
a natural extension of many gardeners’ repertoires, and the investment yields generations of results. Growing your own
fruit ensures a fresh, delicious, abundant harvest for your family and friends for years to come. Fruit trees diversify a
region’s agricultural landscape and ecosystems, attracting pollinating bees, songbirds, and other desirable visitors. And
cultivating orchards on your own decreases your reliance on grocery store distribution channels and boosts sustainability.
Inside The Home Orchard Handbook, you'll find: —Strategies for choosing your orchard's site, taking into consideration
soil quality, sun exposure, microclimates, drainage, and more —Information on plant selection, including what types of fruit
trees do well in certain areas and how to decipher critical concepts such as "chill hours," "cultivars," "bareroot," and
"cross-pollination" —Guidance on aftercare, including in-depth watering, composting, and preventative care schedules to
keep your backyard orchard fruitful for years —Advice on troubleshooting diseases, conditions, and non-beneficial insects
using only humane, organic remedies —General tips on jamming, dehydrating, storing, and otherwise making the most of
your orchard’s harvest with delicious recipes from chefs Tal Ronnen and Diana Stobo Start growing your own fruit trees
wherever you are with The Home Orchard Handbook!
Maximize your water harvesting potential with efficient, cost-effective earthworks In the face of drought and
desertification, well-designed, water harvesting earthworks such as swales, ponds, and dams are the most effective way
to channel water into productive use. The result can be increased food production, higher groundwater levels, reduced
irrigation needs, and enhanced ecosystem resilience. Yet, due to a lack of knowledge, designers, and landowners often
build earthworks that are costly, inappropriately sized and sited, or even dangerous. The Permaculture Earthworks
Handbook is the first dedicated, detailed guide to the proper design and construction of water harvesting earthworks. It
covers the function, design, and construction methods for nine main types of water harvesting earthworks across a full
range of climates. Coverage includes: Swales, ponds, dams, hugelkultur, net-and-pan systems, spate irrigation, and
more Cost versus benefit of different earthworks Assessing site needs and suitability Soil types and hydrology Designing
for maximum efficiency and lowest cost Risk assessment and safe construction Stacking functions and integrating
earthworks into a design This practical handbook is the essential resource for permaculture designers, teachers and
students, landowners, farmers, homesteaders, landscape architects, and others involved in maximizing the water
harvesting potential of any landscape at the lowest cost and impact. Douglas Barnes is a permaculture designer trained
in Australia by Bill Mollison and Geoff Lawton. He has designed and built earthworks in North America, Japan, and Andra
Pradesh, India. He lives in Tweed, Ontario in a passive solar house he designed and built, and he blogs at
permaculturerelections.com.
A guide to organic vegetable gardens and small-scale farming with an emphasis on sustainability. Biodynamic farming,
with its focus on ecological sustainability, has emerged as the gold standard in the organic gardening movement. Daron
Joffe—known as Farmer D—has made it his mission to empower, educate, and inspire people to become conscientious
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consumers, citizens, and stewards of the land. In this engaging call to action, Farmer D teaches us to not only create
sustainable gardens but also to develop a more holistic, community-minded approach to how our food is grown and how
we live our lives in balance with nature. Illustrated with photographs of gardens designed by Farmer D as well as line
drawings, the book is packed with advice on: Establishing a biodynamic garden Composting Soil composition and
replenishment Controlling pests and disease Cooperative gardening practices Creating delicious meals with your homegrown produce In collaboration with a James Beard Award-nominated food journalist, Farmer D offers an indispensable
resource for anyone who wants to make the world a greener place.
Evaluating building materials for environmental sustainability is a complex prospect. How do governmental agencies and
the design industry actually measure sustainable initiatives and environmental impacts? This book breaks down the
technical vocabulary and principles that define environmentally sustainable choices across interior and exterior
architectural products to help the reader understand: Material ingredient selection Energy and water use Emissions,
including greenhouse gases Human health and toxicity Social accountability assessment This guide explains the
structure of green certifications, standards and ecolabels, life cycle assessment, environmental regulations, and more.
Itpresents a snapshot of current trends and future objectives, and a historic timeline for context. It is a comprehensive
reference for interior designers, architects, building owners, contractors, and students enrolled in interior design and
architecture. .
The Zen approach to mowing lawns, wacking weeds, harvesting crops, and building modern homesteader abs! Dreading
the weekly law mow? Need to whack the weeds in your orchard? Cringing at the drudgery and incessant blare of the
mower? Imagine instead long sweeps of an elegant scythe cutting your grass and pesky weeds in blissful, meditative
silence. That is the power of the "scythe revolution" sweeping North America. Written by a master of the scythe,
professionally trained in Austria, and drawing deeply on research into original German texts, The Scything Handbook
brings centuries-old scything techniques into the twent-first century. Detailed illustrations cover scythe assembly,
perfecting the stroke, blade selection, honing, peening, and aftercare, as well as background on how scythes are forged.
Also covered are the basics of making hay and mulch by hand, and how to grow and harvest gains at the home and
homestead scale for self-sufficiency. Scything promotes health, flexibility, mind-body connection, and a meditative
contemplation of the natural world while producing beautiful lawns and luscious mulch for the modern gardener and
homesteader. This is truly an heirloom tool to master. Join the scythe revolution! Ian Miller followed a career in music with
a degree in Agroecology from UC Santa Cruz. During a two year stint on a biodynamic farm in Austria he learned how to
scythe and delved into historic scything texts in German. He has worked for Seed Savers Exchange in Iowa and is
developing a twemty-acre scythe-based homestead near Decorah, Iowa, where he grows his own grain for bread making
and makes hay by hand.
“Your ‘one stop shop’ for everything from seed to plate . . . This book will leave you . . . ready to launch your own
journey to food self-sufficiency.” —Lisa Kivirist, author Soil Sisters Put off by the origin-unknown, not-so-fresh, pesticideladen herbs at the grocery store? Hungry for delicious high-quality vegetables and looking to have some control over
where your food comes from? Foodie meets novice gardener in this deliciously accessible, easy-to-use guide to planting,
growing, harvesting, cooking, and preserving 20+ popular, easy-to-grow vegetables and herbs. Taking the first-time
gardener from growing to cooking delicious, nutritious, and affordable meals using these herbs and vegetables, this book
is a celebration of food in all its stages. The Food Lover’s Garden guides you through: Getting started with easy step-bystep growing instructions from balcony to backyard Simple, tasty cooking recipes incorporating each vegetable and herb
Meal combinations of two or more of the featured herb and vegetable dishes Selecting essential kitchen tools and
gadgets to maximize the herb and vegetable harvesting Canning and pickling recipes for preserving the rest. From the
humble potato to pungent garlic to the beauty of the beet, classic vegetables take a delicious turn with innovative cooking
recipes. Truly food for all seasons and palates. Foodies, novice gardeners, urban homesteaders, and supporters of
sustainable living—take back your right to high-quality food with The Food Lover’s Garden. “The crisp photographs,
lushly painted illustrations, and delicious text lead the reader from the garden to the kitchen and pantry with anticipation
of culinary delight.”—Darrell E. Frey, author of Bioshelter Market Garden
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